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This article, the first in a two-part series, ex-
plores how medtech companies can reignite 
growth by refreshing their current product- 
related offerings and adding more services. A 
second article, “Venturing into Value-Added 
Services in Medtech,” examines how medtech 
companies can both pull through product 
sales and develop new revenue streams by in-
tegrating value-added services into customer 
offerings.

The growth of medtech product sales 
has slowed in recent years (hovering 

stubbornly in the low-to-mid single digits). 
But a number of progressive companies 
have invested in building service capabili-
ties and digital platforms to augment 
product sales and offer customers more 
broad-based solutions to both the care- and 
business-related challenges that they face. 

For the companies that have jumped head-
long into this large but somewhat murky 
pool, the results have been mixed. Many 
have made well-intentioned investments, 
acquisitions, and attempts at decentralized, 
organic business development. But more 

often than not, the resulting hodgepodge 
has left senior leaders contemplating how 
to create value from a portfolio of service 
businesses that are dispersed across the 
company, buried in product-based business 
units, and generally isolated and segregat-
ed. To unlock real value, service-based 
businesses must be scaled up. This requires 
an approach that drives service revenue 
and profits in addition to product sales. 

A Big Opportunity
The medtech services market is large—
about $60 billion—and it is expected to 
grow at 10% a year through 2021, when it 
will approach $90 billion. It helps to think 
of services as a two-part opportunity. (See 
Exhibit 1.) The first and biggest part is tra-
ditional product-related services, where 
there is plenty of room for growth. Sales of 
medtech companies’ services, such as the 
financing, maintenance, and repair of small 
equipment and surgical devices, are grow-
ing at 4% to 5% a year—the upper range of 
sales growth for traditional medtech prod-
ucts. Multivendor services, such as third- 
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party reprocessing or remote equipment 
monitoring, are growing more quickly, up 
to 20% annually. The second and fastest- 
growing part is value-added services. (For a 
discussion of this segment, see “Venturing 
into Value-Added Services in Medtech,” 
BCG article, December 2018.)

Product-related services have long been an 
essential part of equipment sales, and most 
medtech companies already offer services 
such as the ones described above. But scale 
is required in order to be profitable and to 
be seen as a market leader. It is also needed 
to have the ability to amortize the required 
infrastructure investments. Scale is difficult 
to achieve, though, without a concerted cor-
porate commitment. Aside from the large 
capital equipment players, most medtech 
companies have not approached product- 
related services as a value-creation engine; 

as a result, they have been leaving money 
and customer satisfaction on the table.  

Making money in services also depends on 
adopting a service-oriented business mod-
el, which will require making choices—
ones that may differ significantly from the 
choices made under a product sales model. 
A company’s strategic intent and its poten-
tial service offering will also affect the 
choices it makes. Some product-related ser-
vices—for example, financing, training, ed-
ucation, and preventive maintenance—are 
inextricably linked to the core product 
portfolio. Despite their traditional nature, 
however, many services can be reinvigorat-
ed with digital technologies, which can 
boost service revenue and drive greater ef-
ficiency in delivery. But implementing new 
technologies can require new skills, cultur-
al change, and different operating models. 

Medtech companies have the strongest right
to play in these traditional services
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VALUE-ADDED AND DIGITALLY ENABLED SERVICES

Source: BCG analysis.
Note: This is a partial list of services. 

Exhibit 1 | Services Offer Medtech Companies a Two-Part Opportunity
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Medtech companies should ask themselves 
the following questions:

 • How should our company-wide portfo-
lio of service offerings be characterized 
and managed?

 • Where should we be investing or 
divesting across the services portfolio?

 • How should we extract the most value 
from traditional product-related services?

 • How should we move beyond small 
bets to scale up the services that are 
core to a broader solutions offering?

 • For which product-related services 
should we adopt new digital tools and 
build new capabilities?

 • Which organizational capabilities 
should we develop internally, acquire, 
or obtain through partnerships?

The Product Service Journey
Success in product services will be meas-
ured in years, and the shape of the journey 
will be determined in part by each compa-
ny’s starting point. (See Exhibit 2.) Most 
medtech companies operate at the Service 
2.0 or 3.0 provisioning stage, which is to say 
that they are using information technology, 
the internet, and open standards to enable 
automation, value chain integration, and 
self-service. But they have yet to make the 
leap to Service 4.0—using digital technolo-
gies to offer truly customized services and 
to deliver them through multiple channels 
and shared, open infrastructures. (See Tap-
ping into the Transformative Power of Service 
4.0, BCG Focus, September 2016.)  

Our research among medtech customers 
shows that there is plenty of room for im-
provement: most medtech companies that 
offer product-related services lag their in-
dustrial counterparts in applying technolo-
gy to improve operational efficiency and 
enhance customer satisfaction. Although 
different medtech segments are at different 
stages, even the large capital equipment 
players, typically the most advanced at of-

fering product-related services on a stand-
alone basis, have room to do more.  

Customers buy services from medtech 
manufacturers less than 40% of the time 
(using third-party providers or self-servicing 
the remainder of the time). And medtech 
companies successfully attach product- 
related service contracts to only approxi-
mately 33% of new-equipment sales.  
Customer service satisfaction levels, as 
measured by the net promoter score, are 
above average, from 45% to 55%, but those 
are still far from world class. (Apple and 
USAA score above 80%, for example.)  

Medtech companies should address several 
key issues, including their high costs of pro-
viding services—the result of an aging base 
of installed products, a lack of tools, and in-
efficient processes—and their one-size-fits-
all service packages. Companies should also 
shift from internally focused product devel-
opment to customer-focused solutions. 

Building a Product-Related 
Service Strategy 
Although medtech companies already offer 
product services, to generate value, as well 
as to support customers and patients, sen-
ior leaders should take a step back and 
have a fresh look at their service business-
es—individually and as part of the compa-
ny’s portfolio. We see six core dimensions 
to building a successful service strategy.

Strategic Intent. What is the role of services 
in the company’s business portfolio? Along a 
continuum from the costs of doing business 
to the differentiated drivers of value, where 
does the current service offering stand? 
Where should it stand in the future? What 
are the company’s financial aspirations in 
terms of revenue growth and margins for the 
service business? Various types of compa-
nies—large-equipment manufacturers and 
small-equipment or surgical-device suppli-
ers, for example—will have very different 
answers to these questions, but all can 
derive value from a sound service strategy.

The Scope of Products and Services. To 
define the scope of its product-related 
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services, a company should consider which 
products are covered by its own service 
offerings and which ones are covered by 
multivendor service agreements. Our 
research shows that medtech companies 
have a strong right to play in multiple 
areas of direct product-related services. 

Service Pricing and Packaging. Companies 
need to decide their service pricing (compli-
mentary, fee based, or value based) and 
packaging (à la carte or bundled). This task 
is not made any easier by the industry’s 
history of “giving away” many product-related 
services while pretending that it could sustain 

product profit margins. The challenge for 
many companies will be moving from the 
traditional model, which provides services as 
part of a new-equipment sale, to an emerging 
model, which identifies a standalone value 
proposition that can be clearly demonstrated 
to customers for each service. Under the 
latter model, which is being pursued by a few 
successful product service suppliers, medtech 
companies capture value through sales of 
bundled solutions, rather than by focusing on 
product margins.

The Service Selling Model. Medtech 
companies need to rethink their service 
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Company types

Reactive
Example: contact is initiated after 
a customer inquires

Industry-specific, singular
Example: contact is via voice-only 
communication

Standardized, modular
Example: communication is charged 
at flat rates and offered via call centers

Experience-based
Example: financial risk is determined using 
a traditional underwriting process

Explicit, manual interfaces
Example: contact is through a website 

Remote “human factories,” self-service
Example: company provides an offshore call 
center to enable self-service

Predefined paths
Example: company defines all use cases 
for its products

Heterogeneous, separated systems
Example: company uses legacy or proprietary 
IT solutions

Proactive
Example: company provides preventive 
maintenance

Bundled, integrated
Example: company communicates via voice 
and text or picture

Customized, human-centered
Example: company provides on-demand 
solutions, tailored to the individual

Data-driven
Example: company performs predictive 
diagnosis

Implicit, virtual interfaces
Example: company uses artificial intelligence 
for voice recognition

Seamless, omnichannel
Example: company supports customers 
via service apps, video chat, and forums

Dynamic, flexible, real-time paths
Example: company addresses current needs 
using big data

Shared, open infrastructures and
networks
Example: company uses service platforms 
and cloud solutions

Source: BCG analysis.
Note: Scoring criteria: 1 = company has tangible examples that show it is operating at the Service 2.0 or 3.0 provisioning stage; Service 4.0 
strategy has not been announced; 2 = current service provisioning stage is Service 2.0 or 3.0, but the company has announced its intention to 
pursue Service 4.0; 3 = current service provisioning stage is mainly Service 2.0 or 3.0, but some services are delivered at the Service 4.0 level, 
and new platforms focus on Service 4.0 delivery; 4 = fully executing at Service 4.0 provisioning stage, and new platforms are being designed for 
Service 4.0. Medtech companies lag their industrial counterparts, such as telecom companies. IVD = in vitro diagnostic.

Exhibit 2 | A Company’s Starting Point Shapes Its Product Services Journey
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selling model. This involves recasting, or most 
likely reimagining, the role of sales represen-
tatives across the spectrum of its service 
offering (different types of services require 
different knowledge and skills). Rethinking the 
service selling model also requires determin-
ing how to set up the sales force: Should it be 
at the company’s headquarters or in the field? 
And should it be an independent function or 
one that is combined with product sales? 
Regardless of a company’s choice, it will have 
to work out many coordination issues among 
the various sales functions at the main selling 
stages (initial product sale, installation, and 
service contract renewal). The new model 
will also involve redefining the internal roles 
and responsibilities (for example, the extent 
of involvement in product design processes) 
of the service sales force.

The Service Delivery Model. Companies 
will need to develop a model and processes 
for delivering high-quality services. In fact, 
some services or components of services 
may be more effectively outsourced and 
delivered by others. But doing so raises 
issues of coordination, oversight, and 
quality control—issues with which many 
suppliers may not be familiar or at which 
the product side of the house may balk.

Cultural Change. Because few medtech 
companies actively sell services, a cultural 
change toward a more sales-oriented way 
of working will likely be required. Most 
companies will need to overcome internal 
barriers in order to align the organization 
around the strategic role of services, create 
the perception that services are a critical 
component of the initial product sale, and 
embed the expectation that everyone 
contributes to the sales process. Implement-
ing incentives, changing the organization 
structure, and manifesting visible leadership 
will all be critical to making the change.

Steps to Success
Companies that are focused on building 
profitable product-related service business-
es will do the following:

 • Invest in digital capabilities, systems, 
and processes to improve customer 

service levels and the customer experi-
ence, while boosting efficiency, thereby 
reducing the cost of providing services.

 • Implement selling incentives for the 
service and product sales teams that are 
based on the customer’s total cost of 
ownership.

 • Expand share of wallet with a tiered 
service offering that is based on each 
customer’s needs and value potential. 

 • Invest in expanded technical service 
offerings to build a base of service- 
related intellectual property and 
enhance competitive advantage.

 • Adopt feedback loops with product 
development to ensure design for 
serviceability, product differentiation, 
and connectivity that reduces down 
time by, for example, enabling predic-
tive maintenance.

For the companies that make the commit-
ment and follow through, the results can be 
impressive. One global medtech equipment 
company increased its service revenue from 
less than 10% to almost 20% of its total sales 
with a five-year plan that redefined its ser-
vice mission and ambitions. The company 
realigned its global service portfolio in three 
tiers—base services, advanced services, and 
customer solutions—and developed a clear 
rollout roadmap for each tier. It refined its 
commercial priorities and approach, design-
ing value-oriented part pricing and part bun-
dles, developing a multitiered global con-
tract scheme, and redefining its field service 
engineer training and deployment. It also 
established a global service business unit, 
giving it a clear mandate to roll out and 
drive the implementation roadmap.

Another manufacturer defined services  
as a major growth driver and the primary 
enabler of its business strategy. To select 
services for the company’s portfolio and 
develop new ones, management assessed 
the relevance of a service to health care 
providers’ C-suites, customers’ ability to 
differentiate a service in the marketplace, 
the attractiveness of a service in the mar-
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ketplace, and whether a service acted as an 
enabler for other business units. The com-
pany also performed a top-down assess-
ment of sales, profit, and spillover to other 
businesses. The manufacturer has a de-
tailed plan to double its service business in 
five years in several service categories: 
core, adjacent, and new.

Companies that can successfully repo-
sition their service capabilities stand to 

generate substantial standalone revenues 
with profit margins in the 35% to 40% 

range—more than 50% for best-in-class 
perfomers—while they also improve cus-
tomer satisfaction and provide a source of 
competitive differentiation.

Most medtech companies have the funda-
mental pieces in place for providing product- 
related services. Now is the time to rethink 
how to unlock additional value from these 
hidden assets. 
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